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Particle physics discoveries  
• Falsifiable prediction of unfalsified model: Eg Higgs. 

• ”Who ordered that ?” . Eg muon. 

 

 

 

 

´ 

• Searches based on ”well motivated” BSM models must 
be done and (generally) are being done. 
– But they haven’t yet worked out and may well not do so. 

•  Blue sky/signature searches require us to jump over 
the ”why bother ?” hurdle. 
– Not always easy 

 

 



Long-lived particles searches 

Many searches, some theory-led, some ”blue sky”. 
Direct LLP measurement, displaced vertex, out-of-time decays+indirect 
searches.  
Great new projects: Faser, MilliQan , Mathusla, Codex-b..  
Focus mainly on direct non-decaying LLP searches at running expts.  
Are we covering the full ”blue-sky” range ?  

 



Electric charge/e Magnetic 
charge/g_d 

Colour charge Expt. 

0 1-5 1  ATLAS,CMS,Moedal (Z/b ~5) 

1 0 1  ATLAS, CMS,LHCB… 

1-8, 8-100 0 1  ATLAS+CMS 

wide wide 1  Moedal (Z/b ~5) 

wide 0 1  Moedal (Z/b ~5) 

0.001-0.1 0 1  MilliQan 

1/3,2/3 0 1  ATLAS+CMS 

1/3,2/3 0 3  ATLAS+CMS 

0 0 8  ATLAS+CMS 

Sensitivity for LLPs with known charge 
quantum numbers 

Wide coverage in charges.  
Mass sensitivity depends on assumed production mechanism/calculation  



Anomalous electric charge 

Missing 8-20e, >100e  . Moedal can plug gaps. 

What is the upper limit in sensitivity ?  



Magnetic and electric charges 

Missing dedicated searches for LLPs with magnetic and electric charges  
(Moedal is capable).   
Colour won’t make too much of a difference but would change limits.  



Monopole charge 

1,2,3...

Searches tend to assume 

Moedal below 

What is the sensitivity limit ?

How can this be supplemented

with track-based searches ? 

Belle-2 but also should be done 

for higher masses (LHC).
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What if ?  

• The LLP is produced with an unexpected 
momentum/speed (eg b~0.1) or charge (eg 
300e) and never makes it into the detector. 

• Heavy stable particle trapped in inactive 
matter.  

• For monopoles, the induction technique is 
used.  

• For electrically charged particles other 
methods to be used. 



Searching for anomalous heavy 
isotopes 

Enrichment (sputtering), vaporisation and ionisation.  
Separation by magnetic field and tandem accelerator. 



Searching for anomalous heavy isotopes 



Au into a beam dump at RHIC.  

D. Javorsek et al. PRL 87 (2001) 231804 



Other techniques with trapped LLPs 

• Rutherford back scattering (238U )  

• Heavy ion activation followed by photon 
emission 

 

• Eg Strangelets 

• Meteorites, nickel, lunar soil 



Table top experiment for stopped 
SMPs 

• Finding equipment used in another field and 
which is already calibrated and ready to use.  

• Persuading CERN to hand over material which 
may be enriched in LLPs.  

• Several weeks work.  



What if ?  
• The LLP passes through the detector but 

interacts in a way which is unexpected ?  

• Would our trigger and track/calo 
reconstruction algorithms work ?  



Particle scattering 

Multiple scattering for heavy particles is understood.  
As long as there aren’t interactions with matter which we don’t know about.  

Passes track reconstruction 

Fails track reconstruction 

Mul.scatt. +  k
pb



Other non-standard 
trajectories/tracking 

• Disappearing tracks  

• Strongly interacting massive particles  

• Charge flipping (R-hadrons, quirks)  

• …   



Event property searches  

• Detectors are now far better understood than 
at the LHC turn-on.  

• Study number of delayed hits in an event  

–  in geometric regions.  

• Sensitivity to non-reconstructed LLPs ? 

• Sensitivity to decay products from slow LLPs 
which may themselves interact in an 
unexpected way ?   

 



There are many holes 

White paper: arxiv: 1903.04497 
Quirks + decays into taus particularly prominent omissions. 



LLP and inclusive searches 

• At what stage do dedicated LLP searches and 
inclusive searches run into each other 

• Eg R-hadron (neutral only) ~ Monojet + MET 

• Which LLP hypotheses are least likely to be 
seen in high luminosity non-LLP searches ?  

• Can this be systematically studied. 



Summary 

  
• A very active and interesting program of LLP searches 
•  Gaps  
•  Personal observations and request: 

– A better sensitivity to a given scenario should not be pre-
requisite for a search in a different collision environment (i.e. 
expand heavy ions).  

–  We still rely on models to a varying degree to justify performing 
searches. 

– Can we publish a LHC paper in which it is stated:  ”We know of 
no theoretical justification for performing the search for a new 
particle X with its assumed set of properties. The search is 
conducted because the experiment has sensitivity to the 
production of such a particle for the first time”   



Long-lived particles 

• Long-lived particles were a blue sky/minority 
pursuit  

– LHC detectors generally not designed with LLPs in 
mind. 

– Never a good reason for this other than our own 
expectations  

– Stable long-lived particles + displaced vertices are 
now accepted as observables which are as 
fundamental in the LHC search program as MET. 

 


